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ABSTRACT: The various phases of tin sulﬁde have been
studied as semiconductors since the 1960s and are now being
investigated as potential earth-abundant photovoltaic and
photocatalytic materials. Of particular note is the recent
isolation of zincblende SnS in particles and thin-ﬁlms. Herein,
ﬁrst-principles calculations are employed to better understand
this novel geometry and its place within the tin sulﬁde
multiphasic system. We report the enthalpies of formation for
the known phases of SnS, SnS2, and Sn2S3, with good
agreement between theory and experiment for the groundstate structures of each. While theoretical X-ray diﬀraction
patterns do agree with the assignment of the zincblende phase demonstrated in the literature, the structure is not stable close to
the lattice parameters observed experimentally, exhibiting an unfeasibly large pressure and a formation enthalpy much higher
than any other phase. Ab initio molecular dynamics simulations reveal spontaneous degradation to an amorphous phase much
lower in energy, as Sn(II) is inherently unstable in a regular tetrahedral environment. We conclude that the known rocksalt phase
of SnS has been mis-assigned as zincblende in the recent literature.
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pensive.9 For example, tin extraction and importation to the
European Union has an associated carbon footprint of less than
one tenth of that of gallium (data obtained from “tin at regional
storage” system process and “gallium, semiconductor grade, at
regional storage” system process of the ecoinvent database
within SimaPro7 software) and has an occurrence of 2 ppm on
the earth’s crust.10
Tin sulﬁde single crystals have been grown by the Bridgman
method and chemical vapor transport;11,12 and thin-ﬁlms can
be formed by chemical vapor deposition,13 chemical bath
deposition,14 atomic layer deposition,15 electrodeposition,16
sulfurization of tin ﬁlms,17 solid-state multilayer synthesis,18 and
successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction.19 Nanostructures
reported to date include, but are not limited to, nanoporous
SnS frameworks by templated synthesis,20 nanodisks by
electrodeposition,21 nanosheets by pyrolysis,22 nanoﬂowers by
hydrothermal synthesis,23 nanobelts by a molten salt solvent
method,24 and fullerene-like nanoparticles by laser ablation.25
Signiﬁcantly, it has been claimed that zincblende (ZB) tin
monosulﬁde microparticles have been synthesized26 and
deposited as thin-ﬁlms.10 This would allow for increased
compatibility with existing technologies based on II−VI and
III−V tetrahedral semiconductors. For example, the current
generation of thin-ﬁlm solar cells relies on a clean interface
between the absorber material and the zincblende structured
cadmium sulﬁde window layer. ZB structures also tend to
exhibit a direct fundamental bandgap and large optical

INTRODUCTION
Photovoltaic (PV) devices are of growing importance due to
increasing population and diminishing reserves. Today, PV
technology predominantly uses silicon as an absorber material
but because of the low optical absorption coeﬃcient, up to 500
μm thick ﬁlms are needed to absorb signiﬁcant fractions of
visible light. More optimal absorber materials need less than 5
μm thickness,1 giving rise to so-called thin-ﬁlm technologies
that require less material and much cheaper processing
conditions than silicon, indeed the lowest among commercial
PV technologies.2 Successful examples include the commercially available cadmium telluride (CdTe) and copper−
indium−gallium−selenide (CIGS) cells that have achieved
record eﬃciencies close to 20%.3 Unfortunately, tellurium,
indium, and gallium are rare and expensive; alternatives must be
sought if PV is ever to scale up to the level of energy generation
provided by nonrenewable methods: tera-watt production.
Quaternary blends of more common elements can circumvent the issue of precursor availability and cost; where
properties are tailored to PV applications by varying the
stoichiometry of individual components.4 Most notable among
these is Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS), which has achieved eﬃciencies of
greater than 10%.5 As an alloy of Cu2S, ZnS, and SnS2, element
availability is not a concern, but controlling the component
ratios can be diﬃcult. It has been shown that the desirable
phase of CZTS occupies just a small fraction of the overall
phase space for the system 6,7 and has little or no
thermodynamic barrier to phase separation.8
Herein, we consider tin sulﬁde, which is one of the
components of CZTS and is itself attractive for PV applications
because it is abundant, environmentally benign, and inex© 2012 American Chemical Society
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brought to equilibrium over 5 ps and quenched directly to 0 K,
followed by the standard local optimization procedure.

absorption coeﬃcients, which could serve to increase tin
sulﬁde’s performance as a PV material.
Most work agrees that orthorhombic SnS has a direct optical
bandgap of 1.30−1.43 eV,27−29 while older work30 and a recent
theoretical study advocate an indirect bandgap at 1.07 eV.31
Regardless, all investigations agree on an eﬀective optical
absorption onset around 1.4 eV, which coincides with the
optimum band gap for maximum eﬃciency according to the
Shockley−Queisser limit within the AM 1.5 solar spectrum.32
SnS also has a higher optical absorption coeﬃcient than CdTe
and other existing PV materials,27,33 with intrinsic p-type
conductivity considered to be brought about by the formation
of tin vacancies according to the defect reaction:34

■

RESULTS
Crystal Structures. SnS preferentially crystallizes in the
orthorhombic herzenbergite structure, with the space group
Pnma. In this structure, the Sn2+ ion coordinates to three S2−
ions, with the Sn 5s2 lone pair occupying the last position of a
tetrahedral geometry, following the revised lone pair model.41
Other phases of SnS that are of interest are the rocksalt
structure grown under epitaxial strain,42 the high temperature
orthorhombic structure,43 and the ZB structure ﬁrst reported in
1962 from SnS evaporation onto rocksalt,44 with further reports
occurring only very recently.10,26
The diﬀerent SnS geometries are shown in Figure 1 along
with the ground-state structures of SnS2 and Sn2S3. The low

SnSn → V Sn + 2h• + Sn(s)

The ease of forming these vacancies is a potential source of
discrepancy between reported properties and why, despite
being an ideal candidate for PV applications, SnS devices have
not yet surpassed 1.3% eﬃciency.27
In this article, we report the enthalpies of formation of the
known phases of the tin sulﬁdes and compare the relative
stability of each. The values are calculated using a ﬁrstprinciples electronic structure method based on density
functional theory. While good agreement is found between
theory and the known ground-state phases, there are deviations
between the expected properties of zincblende SnS and those
obtained using the level of theory employed in this work,
calling into question the validity of recent experimental
assignments. Indeed, the known rocksalt (RS) phase of SnS
gives rise to the same powder diﬀraction pattern, with a cubic
lattice constant similar to that identiﬁed for the ZB phase,
which leads us to conclude that the latter structures have been
incorrectly assigned in recent experiments.

■

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
The unique crystal structures of all tin sulﬁde phases were
identiﬁed from the inorganic crystal structure database (ICSD).
Density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the Fritz
Haber Institut ab initio molecular simulations (FHI-AIMS)
package was used to calculate the equilibrium geometry and
total energy for each structure.35−37 To describe the eﬀect of
electron exchange and correlation, the semilocal generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) was applied within the density
functional of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof optimized for solids
(PBEsol).38 Local numerical orbital basis sets were used along
with periodic boundary conditions applied in 3 dimensions to
approximate bulk solids. A well-converged Tier-2 basis set was
employed for each species, with scalar-relativistic eﬀects treated
at the scaled ZORA level of theory.39 Finally, the k-point
density was checked for convergence to within 0.01 eV per
formula unit.
All calculations were performed in closed shell conﬁguration
(restricted spin), with geometry relaxations undertaken using
the Broyden−Fletcher−Goldfarb−Shanno (BFGS) algorithm
and a force convergence criterion tolerance in all cases of 0.01
eV/Å.40
In order to assess dynamic phase stability, ab initio molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations were carried out within the NoséHoover thermostat of the NVT canonical ensemble. This
approach combines DFT forces with classical Newtonian
mechanics, and a time-step of 1 fs. The temperature ranges
modeled were 300, 500, 700, and 1000 K. The systems were

Figure 1. Crystal structures of tin (gray) monosulﬁde (yellow) and the
ground-state structures of SnS2 and Sn2S3.

energy phase of SnS2 is a hexagonal structure composed of SnS2
trilayers, where the Sn(IV) ion is coordinated to six S ions in an
octahedral environment, which is similar, for example, to that
found in rutile-structured SnO2. Alternate stacking of the
trilayers results in a series of structural polytypes, as typiﬁed by
the isostructural CdI2 system.
The crystal structure of tin sesquisulﬁde is tetragonal and
shares the same space group as the ground-state phase of SnS.
The structure is composed of Sn2S3 chains, with the Sn(IV)
ions adopting chain-center positions with octahedral coordination to S, and the Sn(II) ions adopting chain-end positions in
the favored trigonal-pyramidal arrangement. Hence, the
coordination preferences of both Sn oxidation states can be
simultaneously satisﬁed. The space group labels for SnS
correspond to the following structures: Pnma, the orthorhombic ground-state phase; Fm3̅m, the rocksalt phase; Cmcm,
the orthorhombic, high temperature phase; and F4̅3m, the
zincblende phase.
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Table 1. Reported Structural Parameters from X-ray Diﬀraction Measurements and Geometries Relaxed within PBEsol-DFT
experimental parameters

relaxed parameters (% error)

phase

space group

a

b

c

ref

a

SnS
SnS
SnS
SnS2
Sn2S3
SnO
SnO2

Pnma
Fm3̅m
F4̅3m
P3̅m1
Pnma
P4/n m m
P42/mnm

11.32
5.8
5.845
3.64
8.87
3.80
4.74

4.05
5.8
5.845
3.64
3.75
3.80
4.74

4.24
5.8
5.845
5.89
14.02
4.82
3.19

43
45
26
46
12
47
48

11.11 (1.89)
5.75 (0.87)
6.43 (10.0)
3.66 (0.44)
8.80 (0.83)
3.81 (0.26)
4.77 (0.72)

b
3.99
5.75
6.43
3.67
3.77
3.81
4.77

(1.52)
(0.87)
(10.0)
(0.80)
(0.66)
(0.26)
(0.72)

c
4.24 (0.10)
5.75 (0.87)
6.43 (10.0)
6.06 (2.75)
13.83 (1.36)
4.76 (1.09)
3.22 (0.97)

Figure 2. Energy−volume curve for zincblende (red) and rocksalt (blue) SnS. The reported lattice parameter of 5.845 Å is indicated with a vertical
line and the energy is plotted per SnS.26

direct the readers attention to the similarity between the
experimental ZB lattice parameter and the equilibrium rocksalt
lattice parameter.
The dynamic instability of the ZB phase was conﬁrmed by a
spontaneous distortion in MD simulations at room temperature
(300 K), as well as the presence of large imaginary frequencies
in phonon calculations. Three plausible explanations exist for
this behavior: (i) the actual phase found in experiment is not
ZB; (ii) the phase is formed in a highly strained environment;
and (iii) the phase is stabilized by a high concentration of lattice
defects. However, the large size of the particles reported by
Greyson et al.26 leads us to conclude that explanation (i) is
most likely.
Enthalpies of Formation. Enthalpies of formation are key
to understanding the relative stabilities of a multiphasic system
as they indicate which conformation the system would
preferentially adopt. Indeed, simple thermodynamic arguments
have been shown to play a fundamental role in the design,
optimization, and performance of solar cell devices due to
issues associated with phase mixing and separation across
interfaces.51 The following results, obtained from PBEsol-DFT
calculations, formally represent values at 0 K and do not

Table 1 contains the lattice parameters for the diﬀerent SnS
phases. For the ground-state structures, the calculated lattice
parameters are in excellent agreement with experiment, where
the error is typically less than 2%. One exception is the c axis of
SnS2, which is overestimated to 2.75% due to the nonbonding
nature of the interlayer interactions (van der Waals interactions
are not well described at this level of theory). The Cmcm phase
could not be stabilized as it undergoes a second-order phase
transition to the ground-state Pnma structure, which is
observed experimentally at 878 K.49 A signiﬁcant discrepancy
is only observed between the calculated and measured lattice
parameters for the ZB F4̅3m structure.
The equilibrium lattice parameter of the ZB phase is 10%
larger than the reported value. This has been checked with
other DFT functionals (local, semilocal, and nonlocal variants)
and implementations (i.e., the VASP code).50 The calculated
energy−volume curve is shown in Figure 2 alongside that of the
rocksalt (Fm3̅m) phase. The slope of the curves represents the
eﬀective pressure of the system, i.e. P = −(∂U/∂V)T, which for
the observed ZB lattice parameter corresponds to an extremely
large pressure of around 930 GPa, and can clearly not be
representative of an equilibrium state. On the other hand, we
24264
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878 ± 5 K,49 it is possible to see the relative magnitude of
internal energy inherent to ZB SnS. The energy of the ZB
phase is associated with the optimized lattice parameters
reported in Table 1. Even higher energies are obtained for the
ZB structure using experimental lattice constants, with the
diﬀerence between them shown in Figure 2. In contrast,
rocksalt SnS, while not the ground-state, should still be
thermodynamically accessible.
Predicted X-ray Diﬀraction Patterns. The predicted Xray diﬀraction patterns for rocksalt and zincblende SnS, at the
same lattice spacing, are shown in Figure 4. One can see that
the peak positions and the reﬂections associated with each are
equivalent, due to the common fcc crystal structure, and it
would be possible to confuse the two. We cannot account for
the preferential orientation of crystals due to the dependence of
the growth process on nucleation,56 but a powder diﬀraction of
each would show that ZB SnS exhibits a stronger (111)
reﬂection at 2θ = 26.8°, whereas rocksalt SnS would have a
stronger (002) reﬂection at 2θ = 31.0. In previous work, the
intensity ratios predicted for ZB SnS were not adhered to in
ascribing the ZB structure from the diﬀraction pattern, and this
could be important in distinguishing between the two phases.10
Both of these patterns correspond exactly with the peak
positions of the XRD of ZB SnS reported by both Greyson et
al. and Avellaneda et al. for nanoparticulate and thin-ﬁlm tin
sulﬁdes, respectively.10,26

account for any prohibitive kinetic barriers involved in
structural change. We deﬁne the enthalpies according to the
reaction xSn(s) + yS(s) → SnxSy.
The enthalpies of formation for tin monosulﬁde shown in
Table 2 agree very well with experiment, whereas the formation
Table 2. Enthalpies of Formation Calculated in This Work
and Compared to Experimental Data Where Available
phase

space group

SnS
SnS
SnS
SnS2
Sn2S3

Pnma
Fm3̅m
F4̅3m
P3̅m1
Pnma

(in eV and
ΔHDFT
f
kJ mol−1)
−1.03
−0.95
−0.29
−1.36
−2.39

−99.35
−91.66
−27.80
−130.99
−230.35

ΔHexp
(kJ mol−1)
f
−100 to −10852,53

−148 to −18253−55
−249 to −29753−55

enthalpies for SnS2 and Sn2S3 deviate signiﬁcantly. In the
opinion of the authors, this result reﬂects more on the diﬃculty
of obtaining phase pure materials experimentally than on the
accuracy of the level of theory employed in this work, which is
supported by the large variation in the measured enthalpies of
formation.
The calculated enthalpy of formation for individual phases
plotted against elemental composition aﬀords a convenient
method of comparing phase stabilities for any binary state. A
convex hull is a plot of this kind, with the lowest energy states
connected to form the base of a hull and any higher energy
states appearing above this line, is shown in Figure 3. The
convex hull also indicates the energies of alternate composition
ratios for that system.
Together with the results described in Table 2, the convex
hull for the tin sulﬁdes shows that ZB (F4̅3m) tin monosulﬁde
should not be thermodynamically accessible under normal
synthesis conditions; it lies 0.74 eV above the ground state
Pnma phase. Considering that Cmcm SnS does not form below

■

DISCUSSION
Our calculations show good agreement with observed crystal
parameter values for the majority of the tin sulﬁde family of
compounds, with the main outstanding issue being relating to
the cubic zincblende phase of SnS.
The ZB monosulﬁde appears unusually high in energy and
spontaneously distorts when allowed to relax even at room
temperature. Quenching of the ZB (a 2 × 2 × 2 64-atom

Figure 3. Convex hull showing enthalpy of formation against atomic percent of sulfur present in each phase.
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Figure 4. Predicted X-ray diﬀraction spectra for rocksalt (blue) and zincblende (red) SnS.

supercell) structure from temperatures of 300−1000 K resulted
in a series of disordered phases, one of which is shown in
Figure 5. The distribution in energy of these amorphous

Finally, the predicted diﬀraction patterns shown in this work
highlight a possible source of confusion in the recent studies of
tin sulﬁde. We propose that the known rocksalt phase has been
mis-assigned as zincblende.

■

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have assessed the structural and thermodynamic properties of SnS, SnS2, and Sn2S3 from ﬁrst-principles
calculations. Good agreement with experiment is obtained, with
the exception of zincblende SnS, which is predicted to be
thermodynamically and dynamically unstable. The predictions
match the expectation from textbook inorganic chemistry that
high-symmetry coordination environments are adopted by the
Sn(IV) ion, but the Sn(II) ion favors asymmetric environments
of low coordination. A spontaneous distortion from tetrahedral
to trigonal-pyramidal arrangement is observed to occur. Recent
experimental reports could be explained by (i) a structural
misassignment; (ii) highly strained crystallites; and (iii) high
concentrations of lattice defects forming a superlattice
structure. However, on the basis of the equivalent nature of
reﬂections in the RS and ZB diﬀraction patterns, we propose
that the known rocksalt phase of SnS has been mis-assigned as
zincblende in recent reports.

Figure 5. Structure of a typical amorphous SnS obtained upon
quenching an MD simulation of the ZB phase.

structures is included in Figure 3. The amorphous structures all
have energies more than 0.4 eV lower than ZB itself and
contain predominantly 3-fold coordinate tin in a trigonalpyramidal geometry. This is the typically adopted conformation
of the ground-state tin sulﬁde structures, and one can see the
orientation of the stereochemically active lone pairs on tin
toward cavities in the lattice, as found for other tin
compounds.57,58
It has been shown that the formation of an asymmetric
electron density on Sn(II) is induced by a tetrahedral
environment with sulfur, due to orbital interactions (Sn 5s−
5p hybridization).59 The same interaction is prohibited by the
inversion symmetry of rocksalt,60 lending further credence to
the phase instabilities reported in this work. It should be noted
that the tetrahedral geometry is known and stable for the
Sn(IV) oxidation state, where the valence electronic conﬁguration is 5s05p0, i.e., the s orbitals are formally empty.
Examples range from molecular SnCl4 to metal sulﬁdes such as
CZTS and metal phosphides such as ZnSnP2.61
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